All code and data used in this study can be found at http://github.com/connorcoley/retrosim.
formed using Jupyter notebooks, including the preparation of Figure 2 , which are included in the repository. We have written an additional package to improve RDKit's handling of stereochemistry when simulating reactions, which is a work-in-progress but can be found within the same repository. We plan to release a separate repository dedicated to this patch, rdchiral.
Restatement of Approach.
Here, we re-describe the similarity approach in greater detail. For each target compound, the model proceeds through the following steps:
1. Calculate the fingerprint of the target compound. For our test set evaluation, we use the best-performing fingerprinting scheme based on validation performance; this is the Morgan fingerprint of radius 2 with molecular features included.
2. Calculate a product similarity score, s prod , between the target compound and each product that appears in the knowledge base (i.e., the training set). For our test set 1 evaluation, we use the best-performing similarity metric based on validation performance; this is the Tanimoto score.
For speed, the fingerprints of the training set products should be pre-computed. The similarity calculation is easily vectorized. When using a significantly larger knowledge base that has tens of millions of compounds, this direct similarity-calculation can be replaced by an approximate nearest neighbor search. There are several options for approximate nearest neighbor searches in high dimensional data, many based on Locality-Sensitive Hashing. Our knowledge base here is ca. 40k reactions, so the direct calculation of similarities is not prohibitively expensive.
3. Iterate through each of the precedent reactions from the knowledge base in order of decreasing product similarity. For each of these reaction precedents, extract a localized reaction template (SMARTS string) based on the atom-mapped transformation. This roughly follows the following steps:
(a) Look for changes in atom connectivity by comparing reactant atoms and product atoms with the same map number.
(b) For the changed reactant atoms in the reaction center, generate a SMARTS substructure identically. Also include any unmapped reactant atom, as these unmapped atoms correspond to leaving groups. If a reacting atom in the reactant is a tetrahedral carbon with specified chirality, include that information in the template and include a fully-generalized version of neighboring atoms (as SMARTS:
(c) For the changed product atoms in the reaction center, generate a SMARTS substructure pattern where the SMARTS for each reacting atom fully-specifies (a) its atomic identity, (b) its aromaticity, and (c) the number of hydrogens connected. This is to impose a strong distinction between aromatic/aliphatic atoms, atoms with different hybridizations, and primary/secondary/tertiary atoms. Also include any auxilliary atoms that are required to specify tetrahedral chirality as was done for the reactants.
(d) Piece together the fragments to construct a retrosynthetic SMARTS template, prod_smarts » reac_smarts.
4. Still iterating through the precedent reactions, apply the extracted template to the target molecule. Because we fully specify the atomic identity, aromaticity, and number of hydrogens for reacting atoms in the prod_smarts, the template is not guaranteed to match. Some templates do match and yield one or multiple candidate precursors, while other templates do not match and do not yield any candidate precursors. Note that because we included all unmapped atoms in the precedent reaction when constructing reac_smarts, any generated candidate precursors will have fully-specified leaving groups and be a chemically-valid molecule, not a synthon.
5. For each candidate precursor set generated in the previous step, calculate its fingerprint using the same fingerprinting method established earlier.
Compare that candidate precursor fingerprint to the reaction precedent's reactants' fingerprint to get a second similarity score, s reac . This score reflects how similar the reactants of the known reaction are to the proposed reactants of this theoretical reaction.
6. Still for each candidate precursor set, multiple the product similarity score s prod with the reactant similarity score s reac to get the overall similarity s = s prod ·s reac . This score represents the extent to which the proposed retrosynthetic disconnection is analogous to the precedent reaction.
7. After performing the previous steps (3)- (6) Figure S1 : Results on the validation set when predicting retrosynthetic disconnections within each class (i.e., the class is known a priori ), exploring different fingerprinting and similarity schemes. Each square shows the top-n fractional accuracy for that fingerprinting and similarity combination, colored between red (low accuracy) and green (high accuracy). Performance is quite similar across all combinations. From this study, the Morgan radius 2 fingerprint with features was selected in combination with the Tanimoto similarity metric for use on the test set.
Additional Results
4 Figure S2 : Results on the validation set when predicting retrosynthetic disconnections when the class is not known a priori, exploring different fingerprinting and similarity schemes. Each square shows the top-n fractional accuracy for that fingerprinting and similarity combination, colored between red (low accuracy) and green (high accuracy). Performance is quite similar across all combinations. From this study, the Morgan radius 2 fingerprint with features was selected in combination with the Tanimoto similarity metric for use on the test set. Figure S3 : Randomly-selected example from class 1 (heteroatom alkylation and arylation). The similarity-based approach proposes the recorded precursors with rank 1. Figure S11: Randomly-selected example from class 9 (functional group interconversion). The similarity-based approach does not propose the recorded precursor. The top three suggestions involve a carbanion, intended to be coordinated to a metal atom. The metal atom would have been represented as a salt and stripped from the reaction. This represents a limitation of the SMILES language in its inability to capture ionic bonds.
Figure S13: Randomly-selected example from the entire test dataset. Suggestions are made from all reaction classes. The similarity-based approach proposes the recorded precursors with rank 6. Higher rated suggestions include alkylations, amine deprotections, and a nearly-identical alcohol protection. Suggestions with rank 7 and 8 contain highly unstable cyclohexynes and would likely be impossible to obtain in isolated forms.
Figure S14: Randomly-selected example from the entire test dataset. Suggestions are made from all reaction classes. The similarity-based approach proposes the recorded precursors with rank 2. The top suggestion is to prepare the primary amine by reducing the azide, rather than reducing the nitrile as was recorded.
Figure S15: Randomly-selected example from the entire test dataset. Suggestions are made from all reaction classes. The similarity-based approach does not recover the recorded precursor. The highest-rated suggestion, however, is nearly identical with the exception of an inverted chiral center. The misprediction in this case is attributable to the incompleteness of our rdchiral patch to the RDKit. 20 Figure S16 : Randomly-selected example from the entire test dataset. Suggestions are made from all reaction classes. The similarity-based approach proposes the recorded precursors with rank 1.
Figure S17: Randomly-selected example from the entire test dataset. Suggestions are made from all reaction classes. The similarity-based approach proposes the recorded precursors with rank 1.
